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Abstract

**Background:** Adenosine is known to exert protective roles in hepatic ischemia and reperfusion injury, while all adenosine receptors don’t play the cytoprotective roles. We have tested our hypothesis that blockage of adenosine binding to $A_1$ receptor by its antagonist, KW3902 [8-(noradamantan-3-yl)-1,3-dipropylxanthine] attenuates hepatic ischemia-reperfusion injury.

**Methods:** Adult female beagle dogs underwent a 2-hr total hepatic vascular exclusion (THVE) with a venovenous bypass. Non-treated animals that underwent THVE with a venovenous bypass alone were used as the control (Group CT, n=6). KW3902 was given to the animals by continuous intraportal infusion for 60 min. before ischemia at a dose of 1$\mu$g/kg/min (Group KW, n=6). Two-week survival, hemodynamics, hepatic tissue blood flow (HTBF), liver function, energy metabolism, cAMP concentration, and histopathological findings were studied.

**Results:** Two-week animal survival was significantly improved in group KW compared to that in group CT (group CT: 16.7% vs. group KW: 83.3%). HTBF, liver function, and hepatic adenine nucleotide concentration were remarkably better in group KW than group CT. In addition, cAMP concentration in group KW was maintained significantly higher than group CT. Histopathological examination revealed preservation of hepatic architecture and suppression of neutrophil infiltration into hepatic tissue in group KW.

**Conclusion:** Administration of adenosine $A_1$ receptor antagonist before ischemia attenuates hepatic ischemia-reperfusion injury. To elicit the beneficial effect of adenosine against ischemia and reperfusion injury of the liver, it is important to oppose adenosine A1 receptor activation.
Introduction

Adenosine, an intermediary metabolite of the adenine triphosphate (ATP) degradation cascade, attenuates ischemia and reperfusion injury by ameliorating the microcirculatory disturbances, and preventing platelet aggregation (1,2,3). Reportedly, adenosine plays an important role in the protective effect of hepatic ischemic preconditioning (4,5,6).

Previously, we demonstrated that augmentation of endogenous adenosine improves postreperfusion hepatic blood flow and energy metabolism, attenuates liver enzyme release, augments cyclic AMP levels, and consequently improves animal survival in canine models (7, 8). In those reports, we showed the beneficial effect of endogenous adenosine against ischemia and reperfusion injury. There is, however, evidence that adenosine dose not always exert a cytoprotective effect (1, 2, 9-11).

The effects of adenosine are mediated by specific receptors that have been subdivided into groups A\textsubscript{1}, A\textsubscript{2}, and A\textsubscript{3} (12-14). It is known that adenosine mainly stimulates the A\textsubscript{1} and A\textsubscript{2} receptor subtypes. By activation of A\textsubscript{1} receptor which has a high affinity to adenosine, adenosine inhibits the release of neurotransmitter substances, produces negative inotropic effect in the heart (12), decrease of oxygen demand on the heart (13), and induces vasoconstriction in the lung (9). Also, by activation of A\textsubscript{1} receptors, adenosine promotes chemotaxis and adhesion of neutrophils (10). On the other hand, activation of A\textsubscript{2} receptors induces vasodilatation (15), inhibition of platelet aggregation (16), and migration of neutrophil (17), modulation of TNF\textalpha release (18), and suppression of P-selectin (19).

Taking these facts into consideration, activation of A\textsubscript{1} receptors oppose the beneficial effects of endogenous adenosine via activation of A\textsubscript{2} receptors in ischemia-reperfusion injury of the liver. To elicit the beneficial effect of adenosine against
hepatic ischemia and reperfusion injury, it may be necessary to oppose adenosine A$_1$ receptor activation. In this study, using a 2-hour total hepatic vascular exclusion model in dogs, we tested the effect of KW3902 [8-(noradamantan-3yl)-1,3-dipropylxanthine], a novel selective adenosine A$_1$ receptor antagonist derived from xanthine that has markedly strong binding affinity to adenosine A$_1$ receptor (20). Using the adenosine A$_1$ receptor antagonist, we were able to analyze the beneficial and adverse effects of adenosine and to investigate the mechanisms of its effect against ischemia and reperfusion injury of the liver.
Materials and Methods

The study was approved by the animal care and use committee, Hokkaido University School of Medicine, and carried out in accordance with the guidelines on the care and use of laboratory animals issued by Hokkaido University.

Animals:

Adult female beagle dogs, weighing 8 to 12 kg, were used. After overnight fasting, they were anesthetized with 25mg/kg thiopental sodium (Yoshitomi Pharmaceutical Co., Tokyo, Japan). The anesthesia was maintained by positive mechanical ventilation with a mixture of isoflurane (2%), nitrous oxide (2 L/min), and oxygen (2 L/min). The right carotid artery and the right jugular vein were cannulated for arterial and central venous pressure monitoring and for serial blood samplings, respectively. Electrocardiogram and esophageal temperatures were monitored throughout the operation. An electrolyte solution (lactated Ringer’s solution) was continuously infused at a rate of 23 ml/kg/hr throughout the procedure to maintain hydration. Arterial blood gas and electrolytes were measured frequently and corrected if necessary with sodium bicarbonate, calcium dichloride, and/or potassium chloride.

Operative procedures:

Following midline laparotomy, the liver was completely skeletonized by dissection of the suspensory ligaments and the retrohepatic vena cava from the posterior abdominal wall. A 16-gauge venous catheter (Terumo Co., Tokyo, Japan) was inserted into the left hepatic vein through a puncture of the suprahepatic inferior vena cava (IVC), for collecting hepatic venous blood samples. An 18-gauge catheter was introduced into the portal vein to measure the pressure. Prior to total hepatic vascular exclusion, the splenic, left femoral and left jugular veins were cannulated with thoracic catheters (Nipro Co., Tokyo, Japan). Total hepatic
vascular exclusion was achieved by cross-clamping the portal vein and the hepatic artery with the hepatoduodenal ligament, and the supra- and infra-hepatic inferior vena cava. Pump-driven veno-venous bypass (Biomedics 520D, Minetonka, MN) was used to decompress the splanchnic venous bed and infra-hepatic inferior vena cava (8). The bypass circuit connected the left femoral vein and the splenic vein to the left jugular vein (Ishikawa Co., Tochigi, Japan). The animals were given heparin (50 U/kg) 5 min before the initiation of ischemia. After 2 hr of normothermic ischemia, the liver was reperfused, the bypass system was removed, and a splenectomy was performed. Cefazolin sodium (1 g) was given intraoperatively and continued for 3 postoperative days. Animals were allowed to eat and drink from the next morning. They were observed for 2 weeks after the operation.

**Experimental Groups:**

Twelve beagle dogs were randomly divided into two groups; six were treated with KW3902 (group KW), and non-treated 6 animals were used as the control (group CT). KW3902 was dissolved in 20ml of normal saline at a dose of 60μg/kg, and it was given as a continuous infusion via portal vein for 60 minutes before ischemia in treated animals. KW3902 was a kind gift from the Kyowa Hakko Co., Ltd. (Shizuoka, Japan).

**End Points**

**Survival:** Two-week animal survival was evaluated.

**Systemic hemodynamics** Heart rate (HR) and mean arterial pressure (MAP) were serially measured during the operation and recorded as a percentage of the pre-ischemic value.

**Hepatic tissue blood flow (HTBF):** HTBF was measured with a laser Doppler flow meter (Omega flow, type FLO-N1; Omegawave Co., Tokyo, Japan) before ischemia, at 5, 60 and 120 minutes after initiation of ischemia, and at 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes after
reperfusion. At each timepoint, a mean of three values obtained at three different lobes was calculated. HTBF was expressed as a percentage of the pre-ischemic value.

**Liver function tests:** The blood samples for liver function tests were serially collected before ischemia, at the end of 2-hr ischemia, and at 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes and 3, 6, 12, and 24 hr after reperfusion. An autoanalyzer (Type 7020; Hitachi Co., Tokyo, Japan) was used to determine serum levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT).

**Tissue biochemistry:** Wedge liver biopsy samples were collected before ischemia, after 2 hr of ischemia, and 15 and 60 min after reperfusion. Each was divided into 3 pieces. Two were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for biochemical studies and the other was placed in buffered formalin for histopathological analyses.

**Measurements of adenine nucleotides:** Tissue levels of adenine nucleotides (including adenosine triphosphate [ATP], adenosine diphosphate [ADP], and adenosine monophosphate [AMP]) were determined with single run high-performance liquid chromatography according to the modified method of Wynants (21), by using two HPLC systems (Model 501 pumps, Model 484 absorbance module, and Model 7700 WISP system; Shimazu, Kyoto, Japan) at 254 nm (Model 484, a tunable absorbance detector). Total adenine nucleotide (TAN) and energy charge (EC) were calculated using the following equations:

\[
TAN = ATP + ADP + AMP
\]

\[
EC = (ATP + 1/2 ADP) / TAN \quad (22).
\]

**Tissue cAMP concentration:** Tissue samples for adenosine 3’, 5’-cyclic monophosphate (cyclic AMP) levels were collected at the same points as for AN and PC. Tissue concentrations of cyclic AMP were measured using the direct assay method with the YAMASA RIA kit (YAMASA Shoyu, Chiba Japan). Radioactivity was measured using a γ-counter (ARC-950, Aroka, Japan).
Histopathology: Liver tissue samples were fixed in buffered formalin and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The specimens were examined by a single pathologist without any knowledge of the groups or times of tissue sampling. Histologic assessment was performed semiquantitatively and graded according to the degree of sinusoidal congestion, sinusoidal derangement which represented the damage of structure of sinusoidal lining cells, and hepatocyte injury as follows: none = 0, mild = 1, moderate = 2, and severe = 3 (23, 24). The number of infiltrated neutrophils per 1,000 hepatocyte nuclei was counted.

Statistics:

Values are expressed as mean±SEM. Animal survival was determined using Fisher’s exact probably test. Inter-group analysis was performed by multiple comparison test using Fisher’s protected least significant difference tests. A two-sided $P$ value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. The analyses were carried out with Stat View (version 4.5, Abacus Concepts, Inc. Berkeley, CA) on a Power Macintosh computer.
Results

Animal survival: During a 2-wk follow-up, 5 of 6 control dogs died of acute liver failure within 24 hr after surgery. In contrast, 5 of 6 treated dogs survived for two weeks. Two-week animal survival of group CT and KW was 16.7% and 83.3%, respectively (p<0.05, group KW vs. group CT).

Systemic hemodynamics: Heart rate (HR) and Mean arterial pressure (MAP) before ischemia and during vascular exclusion showed no remarkable changes in both group (Figure 1a, b). Immediately after reperfusion, group CT developed bradycardia and hypotension which decreased at the level of 88%, 43% of initial value. In contrast, administration of KW3902 kept HR and MAP as 104% and 73% of initial value, respectively, and maintained them higher than group CT after early reperfusion period.

Hepatic tissue blood flow (HTBF): The percent changes of HTBF in each group are illustrated in Figure 1c. No remarkable changes in HTBF were observed before and during administration of KW3902. Our surgical procedure produced complete liver ischemia, but there was false positive HTBF by Doppler flow measurement during ischemia, ranging from 8 to 11% of the pre-ischemic levels, reflecting physiological activity such as heart beat and respiration. Just after reperfusion, all untreated animals developed severe swelling and congestion of the liver. The HTBF of control animals was approximately 25% of the initial value throughout the observation period. In contrast, the livers of all treated animals demonstrated smooth and prompt revascularization. The HTBF of the group KW was statistically higher than that of control animals throughout the reperfusion period. In particular, at 3 hr after reperfusion, the HTBF of animals treated with KW3902 was still above 90% of the initial value.

Liver function tests: Serum ALT levels in the control group increased rapidly after
reperfusion, reaching $12,625\pm1,401$ U/L at 6 hr after reperfusion (Fig. 2). Elevation of ALT levels in group KW was significantly inhibited by the treatment throughout 24 hr after reperfusion. The peak ALT value was $2,352\pm452$ U/L in group KW.

**Energy metabolism:** Changes in adenine nucleotide and purine catabolite concentrations in liver tissue during ischemia and after reperfusion are shown in Table 1. Two hr of total hepatic vascular exclusion induced significant declines in ATP concentration and catabolism to purine catabolites. By the end of ischemia, ATP levels in the control group had fallen to almost 10% of baseline. In the treatment group, ATP degradation during hepatic ischemia was suppressed compared to control, and resynthesis of ATP after reperfusion was increased. Otherwise, concentration of adenosine in group KW did not increase after reperfusion compared with control group.

**cAMP in liver tissue:** The change of hepatic cAMP concentration was shown in Table 2. In group CT, warm ischemia of 120 minute caused a significant decrease in the hepatic cAMP concentration. After reperfusion, level of cAMP was lower and did not recover to normal level at 3-hr after reperfusion. On the other hand, inhibition of adenosine $A_1$ receptor by KW3902 inhibited decrease of cAMP concentration during ischemia and after reperfusion.

**Histopathology:** Figure 3 shows histological findings at 60 min after reperfusion. Two hours of ischemia did not appear to produce any important histologic alterations. After reperfusion, however, control livers developed significant structural abnormalities, such as massive hepatocyte necrosis, sinusoidal derangement, and congestion (Figure 3a). In contrast, these changes were remarkably attenuated in all treated animals (Figure 3b). The histopathological score in each category was better in group KW than in group CT (Table 4). The number of infiltrating neutrophils in control livers was $14.5\pm1.3$ (per 1000 hepatocyte
nuclei) before ischemia and 63.6±23.6 at 60 min after reperfusion. In group KW, the number of PMNs infiltrating into the hepatic tissue were significantly lessened compared to controls, reaching to 41.17±11.01 at 60 min after reperfusion (Figure 4).
Discussion

This study showed that a 2-hr complete hepatic warm ischemia caused severe liver damage and high mortality in control animals. In contrast, administration of adenosine \(A_1\) receptor antagonist before ischemia improved animal survival, maintained systemic circulatory condition during reperfusion. In addition, it lessened microcirculatory disturbance, attenuated liver injury, improved energy metabolism in liver, and prevented neutrophil infiltration into the liver tissue.

In 1929, Drury and Szent-Gyorgy (25) first reported the physiologic effects of adenosine, describing it as a local hormone that regulates the function of organs, tissues, and cells. Since then, the catabolism of adenosine has been extensively studied. During ischemia, the degradation of ATP and adenosine diphosphate (ADP) is promoted and adenosine monophosphate (AMP) increases in ischemic tissues. Ecto- or endo-5’-nucleotidase dephosphorylates AMP to adenosine, and adenosine deaminase converts adenosine to inosine. Adenosine and inosine in the interstitium are rapidly transported into endothelial cells, red blood cells, or parenchymal cells via nucleoside transport proteins, and there, they are catabolized to hypoxanthine and xanthine with the formation of superoxide radicals during reperfusion. Upon reoxygenation, adenosine also becomes an important substrate for ATP resynthesis. Many investigators have reported on the protective role of adenosine against ischemia-reperfusion injury (2, 26). Rapid metabolism by adenosine deaminase and adenosine kinase (2,3,27) serves to reduce the cytoprotective benefits of adenosine. In earlier work, however, we have shown that use of R-75231 and dipyridamole, nucleoside transport inhibitors, augments endogenous adenosine and attenuates ischemia and reperfusion injury of the liver (7, 8).

On the other hand, it is known that adenosine is a purine nucleotide that modulates
tissue functions through receptor-mediated mechanism. Adenosine receptors have been divided into 3 major subclasses: A_1, A_2 and A_3 (13, 28). Dixon et al. (29) has reported that adenosine A_1 receptor mRNA was expressed in the brain, heart, aorta, liver, kidney, eye and bladder. A_2 and A_3 receptor mRNAs were expressed central nervous system and many peripheral tissues. In the heart, A_1 and A_3 receptor activation mediate the protective effect of ischemia preconditioning through inhibition of adrenergic stimulation and of noradrenalin release, and activation of ATP-sensitive potassium channels with reduction of calcium overload, thereby reducing myocardial oxygen demand (30, 31). Via A_2 receptor activation, adenosine mediates vasodilatory effect and inhibits platelet aggregation and adherence to the endothelium, thus preventing microvascular obstruction and no-flow (32). In the kidney, A_1 receptor activation mediates renal vasoconstriction of endogenous nitric oxide and angiotensine II (33). In the liver, several investigators have shown that A_1 receptor was expressed in hepatocytes (34) and hepatic stellate cells which related to the mechanism of sinusoidal contraction (34). A_2 receptor is expressed in hepatocytes (35) and sinusoidal endothelial cells (6). A_3 is expressed in hepatocytes (34).

Adenosine concentrations as low as the nanomolar range are sufficient to activate the high-affinity A_1 receptor. Stimulation of Gi signal-transduction protein–coupled A_1 receptors induces the increase of cytosolic Ca^{2+} concentration via phospholipase C activation (36) and the decrease of cyclic AMP production (28), leading to vasoconstriction, bradycardia, decreased myocardial contractility, and renin release (1). The low-affinity A_2 receptor requires adenosine concentrations in the micromolar range, three orders of magnitude higher than that required for A_1 receptor activation. Activation of protein Gs–coupled A_2 receptors induces cyclic AMP production via adenylate cyclase stimulation, yielding enhancement of vasodilation (1) and inhibition of platelet aggregation (37),
neutrophil (38, 39) and Kupffer cell function (25, 26), and cytokine production (18, 19). In recent studies, adenosine has been shown to stimulate NO production via A_2 receptor activation (15, 40). Moreover, it is said that adenosine has a protective role in liver ischemia preconditioning, which is mediated by activation of adenosine A_2 receptors. (4, 5, 6)

In order to inhibit adenosine A_1 receptor, we used a selective A_1 receptor antagonist, KW3902. KW3902 has a highly affinity to A_1 then A_2 receptors. In rat brain binding assays, Ki value for A_1 and A_2 receptors are 0.19 nM and 170 nM, respectively. It is more 890-fold selective for A_1 than A_2 receptors (20). The dosage and route of KW3902 was based on previous report (20, 41) and our preliminary study. Preliminarily, we ourselves had previously demonstrated that KW3902 administered by peripheral intravenous infusion showed no beneficial effects due to insufficient liver concentration. Therefore, we tried to give KW3902 by portal infusion. To avoid sudden hemodynamic changes caused by a bolus injection, the drug was administered by continuous intravenous infusion for one hour. When administered 1µg/kg/min used in this study, drug concentration of KW3902 in hepatic vein was maintained above 10ng/mL (data was not shown). This was a sufficient dose, because hepatic cAMP concentration maintained high during ischemia and after reperfusion compared with group CT. In our study, bradycardia was observed just after reperfusion in group CT, while KW3902 prevented bradycardia. Actually, previous report described that KW3902 has an effect against R-PIA-induced bradycardia (42). It is an effect of KW3902 against negative inotropic effect of A_1 receptors.

In this study, the direct effect of KW3902 on the physiological response including adenine nucleotide metabolism in normal liver was not analyzed. Adenosine and adenosine agonist cause the heart rate depression via adenosine A1 receptor in normal animals, while KW3902 inhibits this action (43, 44). However, KW3902 dose not directly induce an
increase in heart rate in normal rat and dog (43). KW-3902 shows only the diuretic effect as peripheral actions in intact animal (43). From these findings, it is hypothesized that KW-3902 dose not show the physiological response via A1 receptor in intact liver, and KW3902 dose not influence on the energy balance in normal liver.

The beneficial effects of KW3902 in our study involved three mechanisms. First, KW3902 significantly increased adenine nucleotide levels in the ischemic tissues compared to the control. Warm ischemia causes the progressive degradation of adenine nucleotides. A decrease of ATP stores contributes to the accumulation of intracellular Ca²⁺ during ischemia (45). The increase in intracellular Ca²⁺ enhances calcium-dependent ATP-ase and induces further consumption of ATP stores (46). Therefore, augmentation of cyclic AMP, which produces an efflux of the Ca²⁺ accumulated during ischemia and ATP depletion, prevents the increase in intracellular Ca²⁺ and lessens the decrease in ATP, resulting in the stabilization of the hepatocellular membrane (47).

Second, inhibition of the A₁ receptor ameliorated the microcirculatory disturbance. Cyclic AMP produces an efflux of calcium in vascular smooth muscles through activation of the Ca²⁺-activated K⁺ channel (48). A decrease of intracellular calcium induces vasorelaxation. Accordingly, KW3902 contributed to the regulation of sinusoidal microcirculation, resulting in greater hepatic tissue blood flow and lessened biochemical liver damage. Moreover, we might encounter hypotension in treated animals, if we use adenosine A₂ receptor agonist instead of A₁ receptor antagonist (49). However, KW3902 did not cause hypotension in any treated animals during and after drug administration.

Third, treatment with KW3902 reduced the number of polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs) infiltrated into liver tissues. PMNs play a crucial role in the progression of ischemia-reperfusion injury. Furthermore, A₁ receptors are up-regulated by oxidative
stress (50). Cronstein and associates showed that activation of A₁ receptors promotes chemotaxis of neutrophils (17). These findings suggested that A₁ receptors and PMNs further influence each other by facilitating PMN adhesion to endothelial cells and infiltration into hepatic tissues. Therefore, inhibition of A₁ receptors with KW3902 modulates chemotaxis and activation of PMNs (51). In recent studies, increases in tissue cyclic AMP concentration induced by forskolin, isoproterenol, and dibutyryl cyclic AMP caused relaxation of endothelial cells and inhibited the ability of neutrophils to damage the endothelial barrier (52, 53). Taking all of these findings together, it appears that the beneficial effect of KW3902 treatment on our experimental model results from inhibition of decreasing cyclic AMP in the liver tissue during ischemia by blocking of adenosine A₁ receptors.

In conclusion, blockage of adenosine A₁ receptor activation by KW3902 was effective against hepatic ischemia-reperfusion injury. Activation of A₁ receptors opposed the beneficial effects of endogenous adenosine via activation of A₂ receptors in ischemia-reperfusion injury of the liver. To elicit the beneficial effect of adenosine against hepatic ischemia and reperfusion injury, it is necessary to oppose adenosine A₁ receptor activation.
Figure Legends

Figure 1. a; changes of heart rate (HR); b; change of mean arterial pressure (MAP); c, changes of hepatic tissue blood flow (HTBF).

HR, MAP, and HTBF are expressed as a percentage of the preischemic initial value. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Group CT, untreated control (n=6); group KW, treated KW3902 (n=6). *p<0.05 versus group CT.

Figure 2. Changes of serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) level. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Group CT, untreated control (n=6); group KW, treated KW3902 (n=6). *p<0.05 versus group CT.

Figure 3. Histopathological findings of control liver (a) and the treated liver with KW3902 (b) at 60min. after reperfusion (hematoxylin-eosin staining, x100).

Figure 4. The number of infiltrated neutrophils in liver tissue. Data are expressed as mean ±SEM. Group CT, negative control (n=6); group KW, treated KW3902 (n=6). *p<0.05 versus group CT.
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